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The Oxford dictionary, a group of kishore sitting in a circle, has chosen emoji as the word of the year. Emoji is not a word, it is the face of the cartoon. I'm going to go to this technical, for now, as Voradsamathas in the Oxford dictionary had somewhat convincing argument for this non-traditional selection. Opinions are widely divided on the decision. Critics
have declared the death of the written word and advocacy Emojis are now a part of our talking clothes. As a freelance writer and former web designer, I feel equally torn. I have met customers who are more concerned with the images used on their website than with words. They are happy to leave the decision copy at the last minute, while hours are spent
rectifiing pictures to perfect the site design. It's a big mistake – words are also a design problem. Words versus its most basic form, Amagasan, the website design should provide a platform for users to engage with bisam and content. Whether it is done through the scene or words depends on its product and target audience. A website with no pictures will
look out of place in today's world and innovative use of the view is an tried and experienced way to improve the user experience. Just like our friendly emoji, visual information and photos are used to deliver a thousandha of ideas and emotions to create users engaging with your content. When compared with written text, the pictures are also easy to keep
clean, attracting the attention of the audience and guide the user's line of view. Even the older people say that a picture is equal to a thousand words. We still use words? Text world and visual world work with each other, making messages in a bimodal. Whether a person is looking at a warifrom or just surfing the web, they are call on more than one feeling to
analyze the information presented to them. In other words, a picture can present information and text can be considered a picture. When you first look at a picture, you naturally start to find some kind of the meme to focus on your focus. You want to explain the context behind the picture. Once text is added to a picture, the user's personal desire is being
distorted. Pictures are often desatorated or blurred to present text more clearly and emphasize the message. The picture is not only a handful of reductions for sites, not less lack of context, but also load problems due to lack of weight and SEO effects. There is no place in an emoji dictionary, church argument images can make an impact first impression, but
text content is the same important aspect of any website. Text content provides specific information to the audience. This is a picture that just can't. Content tells users who you are, what you stand for, about your business or products What makes you different from the crowd. required words, explanation, explanation, And the sentences add to your site's
SEO. As high quality written content such as articles, suggestions, hints and blog letters mean that you add value to your site, build a brand and want to return from maintaining the user individually. Quality text can educate, inform, entertain, convince and include the price in your photos. Similarly, quality pictures can educate, inform, entertain, convince and
add value to your text. What is the right balance between view and text? Trends and counsastancase are present within the website design, but here is not the correct answer. This is not an argument on the correct use of text or image, but both must be considered when you communicate a desired message through your web design. An immovable and
balanced visual path needs to be made together with a prominent display of information. The doors of creativity should always be open as text and images as used with each other when enhancing the user experience. It's probably so so biakal that the word that was selected as face emoji with tears of joy reflects the best values, mode and pre-occasion of
2015. It seems we are too busy or informal to take the time to express our own language. It shows that creative doors are firmly closed to the world of words. This is an experience i saw time and time as a web designer. I always won through and was used throughout the design process. Meanwhile, the pictures have tothe top of the web design rankings.
Words without pictures do not engage users. Confused pictures users without words. Both must stay within the world of web design. And, there will be no space in an art gallery as just one piece, there is no place in an emoji dictionary. Words: Gemma Chorchaghima Church is a freelance writer who is tech, a countdown phanalist and everything science
lover. like this? Unread... A lot of things are about messed up (especially for buffer copy, for example when you sign up to welcome us e-mail) words; very simple words in fact. Hello or hey should say. It should be welcome or thank you. How about but or more? I'm guessing you might have a similar obsession with it. There are many occasions when Yol and
I sit on a line and change more than once, until we realize that it really sits right. It is partly to improve the click rate and our metrics for others. It's also just to create an emotion. One important question we have to ask ourselves is: How does it make you feel? The question may seem very clear. And yet, it is a very different question of which message do you
want to send, for example? Or what is the content of this announcement? Always focus on how it will feel to anyone whenever you write the same line, so we immediately improved the amount of feedback that our users have got. Recently we discovered Do we really need to do a dhing work? Let's do the same with language and how our brain works to
expose the most calmwords in English. It was the language of your brain process that was the indicity of how Long I have stood a lot of time. New and cutting edge reading that creates quite a few shocked and different results. In a study I've found the most interesting UCL results we can do to separate words from how. Whenever we talk about words, what
happens is: words are processed on the left worldly lobe of Shontedid [of our brain], while the melode is the right side of the brain, a region is encouraged by music. So our brain uses two different areas to identify the mode and then the real meaning of words. On other thought, don't we still realize that we are also tongue-bay so that someone is different from
another voice. The UCL team tried to know exactly about it. He sounded speech and then sounded non-speech, which still sounded like speech to people. Measuring their brain activity, they found something interesting: etiquette was made out for special treatment near the basic audio-pernitus. In short, our brain can magically spell out an outside language
from any other sound and give it meaning to its port in favour of the department in our minds. This graphic also provides a great overview of the language of our brain processes: so the onx and original words matters, but what is the division? You've probably heard many times already. It has become one of the longest standing reading results that is
synonymous with how language works. Only in recent years have people re-searched that the study materials were. The study from which 1967 comes back was a very different purpose and we didn't have to talk about how to follow the language: the fact that Professor Mehsud's research did nothing to give speeches, because it was based on information
that could be delivered in the same word. Here's what actually happened which is what's activating the above result: the articles were asked to listen to a woman's voice recording sing lying probably more than one like, neutral, and three different ways to like. She was also displayed pictures of the woman's face delivering the same three emotions. Then he
was asked to guess the emotions heard in the recorded sound, looked into the pictures, and both with each other. turn out? More than 50 percent of subjects accurately identify emotions often compared to the sound from the images. In fact, such famous author Philip Yyang e. argued, is that the real words must be dominated by a wide range of marjans.
There are a large number of many other powerful elements to consider when thinking about the course. Researcher andrew one of the most important people Their book is uncovered in words that can change your brain facial expressions that we take. The Newky's Mona Lisa's material explains their reasoning for why the smile has been converted into one
of the most popular paintings around the world: we know that smiling is a very powerful gesture; We were doing a research study looking at different symptoms, and the most positive emotional content was the rating symbol smile face. Mona's painting is a special example of her sense of comfort. Another element for how we can follow language are the
number of words to our action. Of course we know it somewhat clearly and yet it's always a great reminder: the human brain can really only hold on to four things at just one time, so if you go on and try to argue a point for five or 10 minutes, the person will only miss a small part of it. Instead, 30 seconds to speak from any time we have the maximum amount
that New Hekon says: Speak briefly, meaning that you speak one or two sentences, maybe 30 seconds worth or more, because it can really take the human brain. What I struggle most is to stop using the name attribute . They are, in fact, one of the worst elements of speech and even a hear or reader lose confidence. Author Kim Perez explains: Using single
words to describe actions and objects immediately comes to mind. When there are no sabs in their drink we see it, but the pocas is not so clear fast. When a person weeks it's more accurate than walking slowly. A man whose feet are described as a rough (too much washes that is gnared fingers and single. Reading this, hit me like a rock and could not make
me clear. Perez goes to explain how much unnecessary text besher, which shows how harmful the noun can be. What we easily forget on a very high level is that makes confidence using less words. So no words that cut meaning can convey the interest of our readers and audiences . I think this is one of the most important elements i want to remember
myself. First of all, the skill is to ask questions: What will you do? When I read it, I realized, I suck on it completely. Journalists were changed-put entrepreneur Iain Artliff in this way: what really saved me from the obsession is being able to prepare questions that provide useful answers. He has indicated who, where, how, or why is likely to get great
responses. Will be saved from, , are, and what you think, as to how people can answer you a lot. To give an example: Good: What would you do? Bad: Would you do X? Terrible: Do you have X or Y or Z or m or W ? His advice is to follow questions that begin sit with 5Ws to have more meaningful conversations. Second, remove your words. Alfred Kverseski,
the creator of general knowledge, was strongly convinced that 'as a verb' is there, they are, they are, we promote madness. Why? Just because things can't be exactly the same as anything. DesiExplains More: This X=Y creates all kinds of mental discomfort and does not need it because we can never reduce a concept. You believe in you more complexity
than that, don't you? Yet to inadvertently accept this Longawang konstrins we believe we are no more or less than the idea we have identified ourselves with. Read the following list of examples and you will immediately see how the results of the statements are different: he said that is a Beucof vs. He worked like a beucof in my eyes he is the dissversus. I'm
failing to look so dissonant to me. I think I didn't give up on the job that I believed I've convinced him. It appears to me that the most satisfied words in Anglashan is not the suprasang list and the research behind it, is extremely powerful. You –or your name is something that is important for the great communication to forget and yet: remember that the person's
name is the sweetest and most important voice in any language to this person. -Dell-Carnegi Medal for Free - Gregory explains the principle of hate against harm. We all naturally go to attack the lowest hanging fruit and free: because – because it's useful as probably dangerous. The formation of a relaxed relationship is unbelievably calm: even weak
reasons have been shown to be more calm than not. Immediately -If we can do something immediately, our brain jumps like a shark, Greg says: words like that are immediately, immediately, or even faster to act for the switch to its mid-brain activities. Check out the full post from Greg here. Immediate final fact: make three positive comments for each
negative statement, and give 3 positive people for each negative argument. This last tup, which surprised me a little. Andrew comes from New Berg. His research shows that negative arguments have a very damaging effect on our brain. We need to pay special attention to the advances with this 3-1 ratio to take them up and work with it: when you come to a
conversation with someone to discuss a particular issue, a three to one ratio is a relatively good quality to think about. You created a more constructive dialogue opportunity and hoped that is a better solution. I love how we can improve our language And better life. Have you got to do the best while talking to others? Again with permission from buffer. [Picture:
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